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Ingolstadt, November 2002

Hat-trick: Audi writes Le Mans history
In winning the Le Mans 24 Hour race three times consecutively, AUDI AG has once more
shown that the corporate slogan “Vorsprung durch Technik“ has to be taken literally. Rarely
before has a manufacturer been as successful as Audi in what is regarded as the world’s
toughest motor race. In particular, the Audi sports racing car’s strength was its 100%
reliability: since its début back in 1999, all the cars entered by Audi Sport Team Joest crossed
the finishing line at Le Mans. Three times in succession, Audi left the entire opposition
trailing behind – a unique result.
In 1999, Audi Sport Team Joest climbed the winners’ rostrum on their Le Mans début. One
year later, Audi joined the endurance classic race winners’ roll-of-honour having yielded a
dream result: The three R8 cars occupied the first three positions.
The Audi team proved through the 2001 season that the previous year’s feat had not been
achieved by coincidence: in extremely difficult conditions, partly characterised by torrential
rainfall, Audi celebrated a convincing 1-2 victory. FSI technology, which had been used for
the first time, played a crucial role. The improved throttle response thanks to the direct fuel
injection gave the Audi drivers a considerable advantage on a wet track.
On the way to the triple victory in 2002, the lower fuel consumption of the FSI technology,
developed by Audi, fully came into effect. The 610 hp Infineon Audi R8 sports cars were not
only the fastest cars in the field. Thanks to their FSI engines, they saved precious time as
their pit-stop frequency for refuelling was lower.
With their hat-trick, AUDI AG did not only write a new chapter in their corporate motor
racing history, but enriched the Le Mans history by a successful chapter, too. Audi is the first
manufacturer to keep a Le Mans trophy for good. In the early 1990s, Automobile Club de
l´Ouest (ACO), the organiser of the Le Mans 24 Hour race, created a trophy that was handed
to the respective Le Mans winner for one year and had to be returned to the ACO prior to
the start of the following Le Mans race. At the same time, the organisers decided that a
manufacturer could keep the trophy for good if it won the Le Mans 24 Hour race with the
same team three times in succession.
Audi Sport Team Joest achieved this hat-trick with its wins in 2000, 2001 and 2002. Dr
Martin Winterkorn, Chairman of the Board at AUDI AG, received the trophy from Michel
Cosson, President of the ACO at the end of September. It can now be admired in the Audi
museum mobile in Ingolstadt.
Audi works drivers Frank Biela, Tom Kristensen and Emanuele Pirro achieved a unique feat
at Le Mans: they became the first driver combination ever to win the endurance classic that
has been run since 1923 three times in a row.

The Le Mans results of Audi Sport Team Joest
1999
3 Frank Biela/Emanuele Pirro/Didier Theys
4 Laurent Aiello/Michele Alboreto/Rinaldo Capello
2000
1 Frank Biela/Tom Kristensen/Emanuele Pirro
2 Laurent Aiello/Allan McNish/Stephane Ortelli
3 Christian Abt/Michele Alboreto/Rinaldo Capello

360 laps
346 laps

368 laps
367 laps
365 laps

2001
1 Frank Biela/Tom Kristensen/Emanuele Pirro
2 Laurent Aiello/Rinaldo Capello/Christian Pescatori

321 laps
320 laps

2002
1 Frank Biela/Trom Kristensen/Emanuele Pirro
2 Rinaldo Capello/Johnny Herbert/Christian Pescatori
3 Michael Krumm/Philipp Peter/Marco Werner

375 laps
374 laps
372 laps

